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THE ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS PROCESS (RCA) HAS FIVE 
IDENTIFIABLE STEPS.

6WHS�2QH��'H¼QH�WKH�3UREOHP
 ��;LEX�HS�]SY�WII�LETTIRMRK#
� ��;LEX�EVI�XLI�WTIGM½G�W]QTXSQW#

Step Two: Collect Data
� ��;LEX�TVSSJ�HS�]SY�LEZI�XLEX�XLI�TVSFPIQ�I\MWXW#
� ��,S[�PSRK�LEW�XLI�TVSFPIQ�I\MWXIH#
� ��;LEX�MW�XLI�MQTEGX�SJ�XLI�TVSFPIQ#

=SY�RIIH�XS�EREP]^I�E�WMXYEXMSR�JYPP]�FIJSVI�]SY�GER�QSZI�SR�XS�PSSO�EX�JEGXSVW�XLEX�GSRXVMFYXIH�XS�XLI�
TVSFPIQ��8S�QE\MQM^I�XLI�IJJIGXMZIRIWW�SJ�]SYV�6'%��KIX�XSKIXLIV�IZIV]SRI��JVSQ�I\TIVXW�XS�JVSRX�PMRI�WXEJJ�
who understands the situation. People who are most familiar with the problem can help lead you to a better 
understanding of the issues.

%�LIPTJYP�XSSP�EX�XLMW�WXEKI�MW�'%8;3)��;MXL�XLMW�TVSGIWW��]SY�PSSO�EX�XLI�WEQI�WMXYEXMSR�JVSQ�HMJJIVIRX�
perspectives: the Customers, the people (Actors) who implement the solutions, the Transformation process 
XLEX Ẃ�EJJIGXIH��XLI�;SVPH�ZMI[��XLI�TVSGIWW�3[RIV��ERH�)RZMVSRQIRXEP�GSRWXVEMRXW�

Step Three: Identify Possible Causal Factors
 ��;LEX�WIUYIRGI�SJ�IZIRXW�PIEHW�XS�XLI�TVSFPIQ#
� ��;LEX�GSRHMXMSRW�EPPS[�XLI�TVSFPIQ�XS�SGGYV#
� ��;LEX�SXLIV�TVSFPIQW�WYVVSYRH�XLI�SGGYVVIRGI�SJ�XLI�GIRXVEP�TVSFPIQ#

During this stage, identify as many causal factors as possible. Too often, people identify one or two factors and 
XLIR�WXST��8LEX Ẃ�RSX�WYJ½GMIRX��;MXL�6'%��]SY�HSR´X�[ERX�XS�WMQTP]�XVIEX�XLI�QSWX�SFZMSYW�GEYWIW��]SY�[ERX�XS�
dig deeper.

Use these tools to help identify causal factors:
 • Appreciation��9WI�XLI�JEGXW�ERH�EWO�±7S�[LEX#²�XS�HIXIVQMRI�EPP�XLI�TSWWMFPI� 
 consequences of a fact.
 • 5 Whys��%WO�±;L]#²�YRXMP�]SY�KIX�XS�XLI�VSSX�SJ�XLI�TVSFPIQ�
 • Drill Down: Break down a problem into small, detailed parts to better understand  
 the big picture.
 • Cause and Effect Diagrams: Create a chart of all possible causal factors,  
� XS�½RH�SYX�[LIVI�XLI�XVSYFPI�QE]�LEZI�FIKYR�
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Step Four: Identify the Root Causes
 ��;L]�HSIW�XLI�GEYWEP�JEGXSV�I\MWX#
� ��;LEX�MW�XLI�VIEP�VIEWSR�XLI�TVSFPIQ�SGGYVVIH#

9WI�XLI�WEQI�XSSPW�]SY�YWIH�XS�MHIRXMJ]�XLI�GEYWEP�JEGXSVW�XS�PSSO�EX�XLI�VSSXW�SJ�IEGL�JEGXSV��8LIWI�XSSPW�EVI�
designed to encourage you to dig deeper at each level of cause and effect.

Step Five: Recommend and Implement Solutions
� ��;LEX�GER�]SY�HS�XS�TVIZIRX�XLI�TVSFPIQ�JVSQ�LETTIRMRK�EKEMR#
� ��,S[�[MPP�XLI�WSPYXMSR�FI�MQTPIQIRXIH#
� ��;LS�[MPP�FI�VIWTSRWMFPI�JSV�MX#
� ��;LEX�EVI�XLI�VMWOW�SJ�MQTPIQIRXMRK�XLI�WSPYXMSR#

%REP]^I�]SYV�GEYWI�ERH�IJJIGX�TVSGIWW��ERH�MHIRXMJ]�XLI�GLERKIW�RIIHIH�JSV�ZEVMSYW�W]WXIQW��-X Ẃ�EPWS�MQTSVXERX�
that you plan ahead to predict the effects of your solution. This way, you can spot potential failures before they 
happen.

3RI�[E]�SJ�HSMRK�XLMW�MW�XS�YWI�*EMPYVI�1SHI�ERH�)JJIGXW�%REP]WMW��*1)%��8LMW�XSSP�FYMPHW�SR�XLI�MHIE�SJ�VMWO�
EREP]WMW�XS�MHIRXMJ]�TSMRXW�[LIVI�E�WSPYXMSR�GSYPH�JEMP��*1)%�MW�EPWS�E�KVIEX�W]WXIQ�XS�MQTPIQIRX�EGVSWW�]SYV�
SVKERM^EXMSR��8LI�QSVI�W]WXIQW�ERH�TVSGIWWIW�XLEX�YWI�*1)%�EX�XLI�WXEVX��XLI�PIWW�PMOIP]�]SY�EVI�XS�LEZI�
problems that need RCA in the future.

Impact Analysis is another useful tool. This helps you explore possible positive and negative consequences of a 
GLERKI�SR�HMJJIVIRX�TEVXW�SJ�E�W]WXIQ�SV�SVKERM^EXMSR�

%RSXLIV�KVIEX�WXVEXIK]�XS�EHSTX�MW�/EM^IR�SV�GSRXMRYSYW�MQTVSZIQIRX��8LMW�MW�XLI�MHIE�XLEX�GSRXMRYEP�WQEPP�
GLERKIW�GVIEXI�FIXXIV�W]WXIQW�SZIVEPP��/EM^IR�EPWS�IQTLEWM^IW�XLEX�XLI�TISTPI�GPSWIWX�XS�E�TVSGIWW�WLSYPH�
MHIRXMJ]�TPEGIW�JSV�MQTVSZIQIRX��%KEMR��[MXL�/EM^IR�EPMZI�ERH�[IPP�MR�]SYV�GSQTER]��XLI�VSSX�GEYWIW�SJ�TVSFPIQW�
GER�FI�MHIRXM½IH�ERH�VIWSPZIH�UYMGOP]�ERH�IJJIGXMZIP]�

Facilitator Note:
/I]�4SMRXW�XS�,MKLPMKLX
Root Cause Analysis is a useful process for understanding and solving a problem. Figure out what negative events 
are occurring. Then, look at the complex systems around those problems, and identify key points of failure. Finally, 
determine solutions to address those key points or root causes.

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
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Managing Your Emotions at Work: Controlling Your Feelings Before They Control You
EHETXIH�JVSQ�1MRHXSSPW

“Everything can be taken from a man but the last of human freedoms – the ability to choose one’s attitude in a 
KMZIR�WIX�SJ�GMVGYQWXERGIW��XS�GLSSWI�SRI Ẃ�[E]��±¯�:MOXSV�*VEROP��1ER Ẃ�7IEVGL�JSV�1IERMRK

We’ve all been in bad work situation before. Your favorite project is canceled after weeks of hard work,  a 
customer snaps at you unfairly, your best friend (and co-worker) is laid off, or your boss assigns you more work 
than you can handle.

In your personal life, your reaction to stressful situations like these might be to shout or hide in a corner and 
feel sorry for yourself for a while. But at work, these types of behavior could seriously harm your professional 
reputation, as well as your productivity.

It may become harder and harder to manage your emotions in a stressful work environment, but it’s even more 
important for you to do so. After all, management may choose to keep those who can handle their emotions 
and work well under pressure. As the quote above shows, no matter what the situation is, you’re always free to 
choose how you react to it.

Common Negative Emotions at Work
-R�������&SRH�9RMZIVWMX]�TVSJIWWSV�SJ�QEREKIQIRX�']RXLME�*MWLIV�GSRHYGXIH�E�WXYH]�GEPPIH�±)QSXMSRW�EX�;SVO��
;LEX�(S�4ISTPI�*IIP��ERH�,S[�7LSYPH�;I�1IEWYVI�-X#²

According to Fisher’s research, the most common negative emotions experienced in the workplace are as 
follows:
 • Frustration/Irritation
� ��;SVV]�2IVZSYWRIWW
 • Anger/Aggravation
 • Dislike
� ��(MWETTSMRXQIRX�9RLETTMRIWW

Following are strategies you can use to help you deal with each of these negative emotions.

Frustration/Irritation
Frustration usually occurs when you feel stuck or trapped, or unable to move forward in some way. It could be 
GEYWIH�F]�E�GSPPIEKYI�FPSGOMRK�]SYV�JEZSVMXI�TVSNIGX��E�FSWW�[LS�MW�XSS�HMWSVKERM^IH�XS�KIX�XS�]SYV�QIIXMRK�SR�
time, or simply being on hold on the phone for a long time. Whatever the reason, it’s important to deal with feel-
ings of frustration quickly, because they can easily lead to more negative emotions, such as anger.

Here are some suggestions for dealing with frustration:
1. 7XST�ERH�IZEPYEXI�¯�3RI�SJ�XLI�FIWX�XLMRKW�]SY�GER�HS�MW�QIRXEPP]�WXST�]SYVWIPJ��ERH�PSSO�EX�XLI�WMXYEXMSR��� �
%WO�]SYVWIPJ�[L]�]SY�JIIP�JVYWXVEXIH��;VMXI�MX�HS[R��ERH�FI�WTIGM½G��8LIR�XLMRO�SJ�SRI�TSWMXMZI�XLMRK�EFSYX�� �

DYAD: WHAT DO WE CARRY?
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your current situation. For instance, if your boss is late for your meeting, then you have more time to prepare.  
3V��]SY�GSYPH�YWI�XLMW�XMQI�XS�VIPE\�E�PMXXPI�
2. Find something positive about the situation – Thinking about a positive aspect of your situation often makes   
you look at things in a different way. This small change in your thinking can improve your mood. When it’s people 
who are causing your frustration, they’re probably not doing it deliberately to annoy you. And if it’s a thing   
that’s bothering you – well, it’s certainly not personal! Don’t get mad, just move on.
3. Remember the last time you felt frustrated – The last time you were frustrated about something, the situation 
TVSFEFP]�[SVOIH�SYX�NYWX�½RI�EJXIV�E�[LMPI��VMKLX#�=SYV�JIIPMRKW�SJ�JVYWXVEXMSR�SV�MVVMXEXMSR�TVSFEFP]�HMHR´X�HS�
much to solve the problem then, which means they’re not doing anything for you right now.

Worry/Nervousness
With all the fear and anxiety that comes with increasing numbers of layoffs, it’s no wonder that many people 
worry about their jobs. But this worry can easily get out of control, if you allow it, and this can impact not only 
your mental health, but also your productivity, and your willingness to take risks at work.

Try these tips to deal with worrying
1. Don’t surround yourself with worry and anxiety – For example, if co-workers gather in the break   
room to gossip and talk about job cuts, then don’t go there and worry with everyone else.  
2. Worrying tends to lead to more worrying, and that isn’t good for anyone.
3. Try deep-breathing exercises – This helps slow your breathing and your heart rate. Breathe in    
WPS[P]�JSV�½ZI�WIGSRHW��XLIR�FVIEXLI�SYX�WPS[P]�JSV�½ZI�WIGSRHW��*SGYW�SR�]SYV�FVIEXLMRK��ERH�RSXLMRK�IPWI��(S�
XLMW�EX�PIEWX�½ZI�XMQIW��� 

Physical Relaxation Techniques
1. Focus on how to improve the situation – If you fear being laid off, and you sit there and  
worry, that probably won’t help you keep your job. Instead, why not brainstorm ways to bring in    
QSVI�FYWMRIWW��ERH�WLS[�LS[�ZEPYEFPI�]SY�EVI�XS�XLI�GSQTER]#
2.  ;VMXI�HS[R�]SYV�[SVVMIW�MR�E�[SVV]�PSK�¯�-J�]SY�½RH�XLEX�[SVVMIW�EVI�GLYVRMRK�EVSYRH�MRWMHI�]SYV�QMRH��
write them down in a notebook or “worry log,” and then schedule a time to deal with them. Before that time, 
you can forget about these worries, knowing that you’ll deal with them. When it comes to the time you’ve 
scheduled, conduct a proper risk analysis around these things, and take whatever actions are necessary to 
mitigate any risks.

;LIR�]SY V́I�[SVVMIH�ERH�RIVZSYW�EFSYX�WSQIXLMRK��MX�GER�HIRX�]SYV�WIPJ�GSR½HIRGI��(SR´X�PIX�]SYV�[SVVMIW�KIX�
in the way of being appropriately assertive.

Anger/Aggravation
3YX�SJ�GSRXVSP�ERKIV�MW�TIVLETW�XLI�QSWX�HIWXVYGXMZI�IQSXMSR�XLEX�TISTPI�I\TIVMIRGI�MR�XLI�[SVOTPEGI��-X Ẃ�EPWS�
the emotion that most of us don’t handle very well. If you have trouble managing your temper at work, then 
learning to control it is one of the best things you can do if you want to keep your job.
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Try these suggestions to control your anger
� ��;EXGL�JSV�IEVP]�WMKRW�SJ�ERKIV�¯�3RP]�]SY�ORS[�XLI�HERKIV�WMKRW�[LIR�ERKIV�MW�FYMPHMRK��WS�PIEVR�XS��
� VIGSKRM^I�XLIQ�[LIR�XLI]�FIKMR��7XSTTMRK�]SYV�ERKIV�IEVP]�MW�OI]��6IQIQFIV��]SY�GER�GLSSWI�LS[�]SY�VIEGX��
� MR�E�WMXYEXMSR��.YWX�FIGEYWI�]SYV�½VWX�MRWXMRGX�MW�XS�FIGSQI�ERKV]�HSIWR´X�QIER�MX Ẃ�XLI�GSVVIGX�VIWTSRWI�
 • If you start to get angry, stop what you’re doing – Close your eyes, and practice the deep-breathing exercise  
 we described earlier. This interrupts your angry thoughts, and it helps put you back on a more positive path.
 • Picture yourself when you’re angry – If you imagine how you look and behave while you’re angry, it gives  
 you some perspective on the situation. For instance, if you’re about to shout at your co-worker, imagine how  
� ]SY�[SYPH�PSSO��-W�]SYV�JEGI�VIH#�%VI�]SY�[EZMRK�]SYV�EVQW�EVSYRH#�;SYPH�]SY�[ERX�XS�[SVO�[MXL�WSQISRI��
� PMOI�XLEX#�4VSFEFP]�RSX�

Dislike
We’ve probably all had to work with someone we don’t like. But it’s important to be professional, no matter 
what.

Here are some ideas for working with people you dislike
Be respectful – If you have to work with someone you don’t get along with, then it’s time to set aside your pride 
and ego. Treat the person with courtesy and respect, as you would treat anyone else. Just because this person 
behaves in an unprofessional manner, that doesn’t mean you should as well.
Be assertive ¯�-J�XLI�SXLIV�TIVWSR�MW�VYHI�ERH�YRTVSJIWWMSREP��XLIR�½VQP]�I\TPEMR�XLEX�]SY�VIJYWI�XS�FI�XVIEXIH�
that way, and calmly leave the situation. Remember, set the example.

Disappointment/Unhappiness
(IEPMRK�[MXL�HMWETTSMRXQIRX�SV�YRLETTMRIWW�EX�[SVO�GER�FI�HMJ½GYPX��3J�EPP�XLI�IQSXMSRW�]SY�QMKLX�JIIP�EX�[SVO��
these are the most likely to impact your productivity. If you’ve just suffered a major disappointment, your energy 
will probably be low, you might be afraid to take another risk, and all of that may hold you back from achieving.
Here are some proactive steps you can take to cope with disappointment and unhappiness:

• Look at your mindset�¯�8EOI�E�QSQIRX�XS�VIEPM^I�XLEX�XLMRKW�[SR´X�EP[E]W�KS�]SYV�[E]��-J�XLI]�HMH��PMJI�
[SYPH�FI�E�WXVEMKLX�VSEH�MRWXIEH�SJ�SRI�[MXL�LMPPW�ERH�ZEPPI]W��YTW�ERH�HS[RW��VMKLX#�%RH�MX Ẃ�XLI�LMPPW�ERH��
valleys that often make life so interesting.
• Adjust your goal – If you’re disappointed that you didn’t reach a goal, that doesn’t mean the goal is no 
PSRKIV�VIEGLEFPI��/IIT�XLI�KSEP��FYX�QEOI�E�WQEPP�GLERKI�¯�JSV�I\EQTPI��HIPE]�XLI�HIEHPMRI�
3YV�&EGO�3R�8VEGO�EVXMGPI�TVSZMHIW�TVEGXMGEP�WXITW�JSV�VIGSZIVMRK�JVSQ�E�QENSV�GEVIIV�WIXFEGO�
• Record your thoughts�¯�;VMXI�HS[R�I\EGXP]�[LEX�MW�QEOMRK�]SY�YRLETT]��-W�MX�E�GS�[SVOIV#� 
-W�MX�]SYV�NSF#�(S�]SY�LEZI�XSS�QYGL�XS�HS#�3RGI�]SY�MHIRXMJ]�XLI�TVSFPIQ��WXEVX�FVEMRWXSVQMRK�[E]W�XS�
solve it or work around it. Remember, you always have the power to change your situation.
• Smile! – Strange as it may sound, forcing a smile – or even a grimace – onto your face can often make you 
feel happy. (This is one of the strange ways in which we humans are wired.) Try it – you may be surprised!
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Key Points
We all have to deal with negative emotions at work sometimes, and learning how to cope with these feelings is 
now more important than ever. After all, negative emotions can spread, and no one wants to be around a person 
who adds negativity to a group.

/RS[�[LEX�GEYWIW�]SYV�RIKEXMZI�IQSXMSRW��ERH�[LMGL�X]TIW�SJ�JIIPMRKW�]SY�JEGI�QSWX�SJXIR��;LIR�XLSWI�
emotions begin to appear, immediately start your strategy to interrupt the cycle. The longer you wait, the harder 
it will be to pull yourself away from negative thinking.

JVSQ�±)QSXMSRW�EX�;SVO���;LEX�(S�4ISTPI�*IIP�ERH�,S[�7LSYPH�;I�1IEWYVI�-X#²�F]�']RXLME�(��*MWLIV��7GLSSP�SJ�&YWMRIWW�(MWGYWWMSR�

4ETIV��2S������*IFVYEV]���������'ST]VMKLX�']RXLME�(��*MWLIV�ERH�XLI�7GLSSP�SJ�&YWMRIWW��&SRH�9RMZIVWMX]�
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION SIMULATION
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THE SCENARIO
 Today the Resources Repair Company received a new service truck to add to the existing group of six other 
small service trucks owned by the company. As has been done in the past, the new truck is exchanged for an old 
truck. The company must decide which of the drivers should get the new truck. 

THE TASK
  • Decide to whom the new truck is given.
 • Be able to discuss how you arrived at your team’s decision.
� ��%X�]SYV�JEGMPMXEXSV Ẃ�HMWGVIXMSR��]SY�LEZI�JVSQ�������QMRYXIW�XS�QEOI�XLI�HIGMWMSR�
 • Each person in the group assumes one role. If you have fewer than seven people in your group,  
 leave out some employees. Do not leave out the observer or the foreperson. 

THE ROLES
1. Ben Taylor, foreperson, has a two-year old truck.  As the foreperson, you have the problem of deciding which 
GVI[�QIQFIV�WLSYPH�KIX�XLI�RI[�XVYGO��3JXIR�XLIVI�EVI�LEVH�JIIPMRKW�FIGEYWI�IEGL�QIQFIV�SJ�XLI�GVI[�WIIQW�
to feel he/she is entitled to the new truck, so you have a tough time being fair. It usually turns out that whatever 
you decide, most of the crew considers it wrong. You now have to face the same issue again because a new truck 
has just been allocated to you for distribution. In order to handle this problem, you have decided to put the 
decision to the entire crew. You will tell them about the new truck and will put the problem in terms of what 
would be the fairest way to determine who will receive the new truck. 

2. George is an employee who has been with the company 17 years. You feel you deserve the truck because you 
have been with the company longer than any of the other workers. Your truck is in excellent shape but you want 
to receive the new truck anyway. Seniority is the only way to determine who gets the new truck in your opinion. 

3. 0IWPMI�LEW�FIIR�[MXL�XLI�GSQTER]����]IEVW�ERH�LEW�E�½ZI�]IEV�SPH�XVYGO��=SY�JIIP�]SY�HIWIVZI�E�RI[�XVYGO�ERH�
it certainly is your turn. Your present truck is old and because the more senior member of the crew has a fairly 
new truck, you should get the next one. You have taken excellent care of your present truck, and have kept it 
looking like new. A person deserves to be rewarded if he/she treats a company truck like his/her own. 

4. John is an employee who has been with the company for 10 years and has a four-year-old truck.  You do more 
driving than most of the other members of the crew because you work in the suburbs. You have a fairly old truck 
and you feel you should have the new one because you do so much driving. Besides, Ben’s wife is your cousin. 


